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Principle of the Test with SAE Module
In contrast to the VDA module, work is not carried out 
with steel shot, but usually with river gravel “water-
eroded gravel”. 

A defined number of impact bodies of specified 
properties is made to impinge for a given period of time 
and with a defined energy at a determinate angle of 
impact onto the specimen. 
The bombardment of the test panels is carried out with 
determinate grit (according to ASTM D 3170) which is 
accelerated by compressed air. Dependent of the 
specifications of further standards (mostly of car 
manufacturers) other shot materials can be used, too. 
The shot is entered automatically using an adjustable 
vibratory feeding device. 

An upstream compressed air reservoir compensates 
for fluctuations in the external compressed air 
network.  
The SAE module is equipped with a specimen holding 
device with an adjustable impact angle. The adjusting 
unit for the impact angle allows to adjust the 
orientation of the test panel relative to the direction of 
impact in the range from 30° to 90° in steps of 15°. 

In contrast to the "VDA" version, the sample to be 
tested is located completely within the test room, 
during the whole bombardment process.

Principle of the Test with VDA Module 
The stone hammer blow tests according to VDA 
corresponds to the requirements of national and 
international standards.  

The specimen is subjected to impacts by sharp-edged 
steel shot accelerated by compressed air. An air 
accumulator in the system eliminates effects of 
momentary pressure variations in the external 
compressed air supply. The shot is entered 
automatically using an adjustable vibratory feed.  

To facilitate working, the VDA module is 
optionally available with a pneumatic specimen 
applying device.

Accessories (optionally) 

Attachment for tests in accordance with PSA D24 1312, for vertical 
impact angle at 90°. 
(optionally for VDA module Select) 

Attachment for tests in accordance with Daimler DBL 5416, for  
vertical impact angle at 90°, with infinitely adjustable shoot distance. 
(optionally for VDA module Select) 

Impact cabinet RIMpact II VDA for stone impact simulation testing at rims/wheels 
up to 26“ dia. x 335 mm width (under consideration of 54° impact angle 
prescibed by VDA, in connection with the correct shoot distance).  
The variable holding device allows an upright positioning as well as to tilt the 
sample’s position. 

In the Impact Cabinet RIMpact I VDA, the wheel rim to be tested is turnably fixed, 
so each single spoke can be tested differently by choice with varying 
combinations of shot gravel, shoot cycles, shot gravel quantities, shoot periods  
and shoot pressures (under an impact angle of 90°). 
The attachment for tests in accordance with PSA D24 1312 is necessary! 

Impact Cabinet RIMpact I SAE enables the user to test complete rims 
respectively in principle also several other specimen, which up to now – due to 
their big sizes – would have to be previously segmented by cutting them. 

The wheel rim to be tested is turnably fixed, so each single spoke can be tested 
differently by choice with varying combinations of shot gravel, shoot cycles, shot 
gravel quantities, shoot periods and shoot pressures (under an impact angle of 
90°). 
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Accessoire pour les essais selon PSA D24 1312, pour un angle d’impact 
vertical à 90°. 
(en option pour le module VDA Select)

Accessoire pour essais selon Daimler DBL 5416, pour angle d’impact 
vertical à 90°, avec distance de tir réglable en continu. (en option 
pour le module VDA Select)

Armoire d’impact RIMpact II VDA pour les essais de simulation 
d’impact de pierre sur des jantes/roues jusqu’à 26“ de diamètre x 335 
mm de largeur (en tenant compte de l’angle d’impact de 54° prescrit 
par le VDA, en liaison avec la distance de tir correcte).  
Le dispositif de maintien variable permet de positionner l’échantillon 
à la verticale ou de l’incliner.

Armoire d’impact RIMpact I VDA, la jante à tester est fixée de manière 
rotative, de sorte que chaque rayon peut être testé différemment, au 
choix, avec différentes combinaisons de gravier, de cycles de tir, de 
quantités de gravier, de périodes de tir et de pressions de tir (sous un 
angle d’impact de 90°). 
La fixation pour les tests selon PSA D24 1312 est nécessaire !

Armoire à chocs RIMpact I SAE permet à l’utilisateur de tester des 
jantes complètes ou, en principe, plusieurs autres spécimens qui, 
jusqu’à présent, en raison de leurs grandes dimensions, devaient être 
préalablement segmentés en les coupant. 
La jante à tester est fixée de manière rotative, de sorte que chaque 
rayon peut être testé différemment avec des combinaisons variables 
de gravier, de cycles de tir, de quantités de gravier, de périodes de tir 
et de pressions de tir (sous un angle d’impact de 90°).
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Technical Data 

Dimensions (W x D x H) 
Basic instrument approx. 1150 x 550 x 1350 mm 

Net weight (approx.) 

Basic instrument approx. 125 kg  
VDA-Module-Select-M approx. 19 kg 

VDA-Module-Select-P approx. 22 kg 

SAE-Module-Select approx. 34 kg 

Compressed air connection: 
(VDA) min. 6 bar / max. 10 bar, 

requires connecting hose with ID 13 mm 

 (SAE) min. 8 bar / max. 10 bar, 
requires connecting hose with ID 19 mm 

Volume flow: min. 3 m3/min 

Filling pressure control: approx. 5 bar (VDA), 
7.8 bar overpressure (SAE), 

automatic switching depending 
on the module 

Working pressure: (0 - 6) bar / adjustable 

Time for feeding shot: adjustable 

Display: Touch Panel 

Power supply: 85-264 VAC / 47-63 Hz
(control circuit volt. 24 V) 

Note: 
For capture and analysis at impact images in 
accordance to VDA we recommend our new 
analysis system GRITSCAN. Please ask for our 
detailed leaflet and price list. 

Order Information 
Art.-No. Product Description 

29040131 Stone Hammer Blow Instrument MULTI 
GRIT TESTER 508 Select 
Basic instrument with pressure vessel 

29040431 Stone Hammer Blow Instrument MULTI 
GRIT TESTER 508 Select 
Basic instrument without pressure vessel 

Supplied with: 
♦ Operating Instructions

Accessories (neccesary) 

29060132 VDA-Module-Select-M 
with manual specimen applying device, 
1 kg steel shot 

29060232 VDA-Module-Select-P 
with pneumatic specimen applying 
device, 1 kg steel shot 

29070132 SAE-Module-Select 
with adjusting unit for the impact angle , 
1 kg shot (grit) 

Accessories (optionally) 
29630132 Equipment of basic instrument for 

operation at low temperatures up to 
-30 °C (climatic cabinet/cooling chamber)

30000132 Remote initiation with cable (6 m) 

07060132 Attachment for tests in accordance with 
PSA D24 1312 

17060132 Attachment for tests in accordance with 
Daimler DBL 5416 

24080132 Impact Cabinet RIMpact II VDA 

22710232 Impact Cabinet RIMpact I  VDA 

22710132 Impact Cabinet RIMpact I SAE 

920002941 Steel shot  (2.0 - 2.8 mm) GH-K-Diamant 
(acc. to Daimler DBL 5416)  

920002741 Steel Shot (3,55 – 5 mm) GH-K-Diamant, 
(acc. to VDA und DIN EN ISO 20567-1) 

920002841 Grit (shot) – (in acc. with SAE 
J400/ASTM D 3170) 

Subject to technical modifications. 
Group 13 – TBE 508 Select – V/2021 


